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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, we’re going to look at a number of key areas around hosting provider scenarios that encompass Microsoft Azure, specifically disaster recovery and software development and testing when using SQL server 2014.We’ll going to start by taking a high level look at Microsoft’s Cloud vision and then look at some of the common challenges organizations face when thinking about disaster recovery and Developing and testing software and services, and then take a brief look at potential solutions in market today, that could solve those challenges.From there, we’ll dive into a couple areas in a little more depth, exploring some of the key features and capabilities that make them compelling in their own right that utilize our powerful cloud capabilities in Microsoft Azure.  All of these solutions demonstrate the integrated story of how Microsoft can provide you with a compelling solution to meet your business end customers needs.



Microsoft vision for new era

CUSTOMER 
DATACENTER

SERVICE 
PROVIDER

MICROSOFT
AZURE

CONSISTENT
PLATFORM

Unified platform for modern business

Expands technical skillsets 
to the cloud for new innovation

Global reach, scale & security 
to meet business demands

Enterprise-grade

Consistent platform across 
multiple environments & clouds

Hybrid cloud

People focused

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Points: Microsoft offers a consistent platform so that your end customers can choose to run workloads where it makes sense for their business: in their datacenter, in your hosted service provider datacenter, or in Microsoft Azure.With Microsoft, you can help your end customers build the right platform to help tackle the challenges of big data and mobility, while taking advantage of the boundless resources and scale of the cloud.Microsoft is the only vendor that delivers a consistent platform across all three clouds to meet the challenges of this new era… 



Gartner 2016

Are embracing Power BI for 
modern business intelligence 

Key trends

Expect to have a highly 
profitable business unit 
for productizing and 
commercializing their 
data by 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start today’s session by looking at some key trends that are impacting customer priorities when it comes to their data platform solutions. One of the key trends we are observing when it comes to mission critical workloads is the focus on in-memory databases to improve performance and efficiency.  One of the key enablers has been the dramatic drop in pricing for memory to where it is now possible and relatively affordable to put databases In-Memory.Another big trend is the adoption of cloud computing by customers- largely as IDC points out is due to how the cloud is enabling customer innovation.  Examples we have seen from our customers include better and faster customer service through cloud, faster development cycles, faster time to markets to name a few..Last but not least is the data explosion trend getting into the Zetabytes this year per IDC. Customers are looking to gain new insights on their business faster by looking at additional and larger data sets both internal and external.  These new insights are helping customers obtain a competitive edge thus also leading to massive volumes of data.---------Gartner asserts that “By 2015 businesses that build a modern information management system will outperform their peers financially by 20 percent.” Big Data Deckhttp://gigaom.files.wordpress.com/2010/05/2010-digital-universe-iview_5-4-10.pdf



Data is the 
new electricity



Most business users and analysts in 
organizations will have access to self-
service tools to prepare data for analysis 
as part of the shift to deploying modern 
BI platforms. 

Most stand-alone self-service data 
preparation offerings will either have 
expanded into end-to-end analytical 
platforms or been integrated as features 
of existing analytics platforms. 

Smart, governed, Hadoop-based, 
search-based and visual-based data 
discovery will converge in a single 
form of next-generation data 
discovery that will include self-
service data preparation and natural-
language generation. 

Source: https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-2XYY9ZR&ct=160204&st=sb

By 2018…



The above graphics were published by Gartner, Inc. as part of a larger research document and should be evaluated in the context of the entire document. The Gartner document is available upon request from Microsoft. Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research 
publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the highest ratings or other designation. Gartner research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner's research organization and should not be construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed 
or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. 

The most complete BI solution

Microsoft business intelligence & analytics

$
Gartner Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence & Analytics 
Platforms, February 2016

Microsoft Tableau

5 seconds to get started, 
5 minutes to WOW!
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Presentation Notes
Microsoft provides an industry leading BI platform and has been ranked as a leader in the BI space by Gartner for the last 9 years. Microsoft provides a powerful set of self-service BI capabilities at a fraction of the cost of other solutions. Microsoft is focused on providing a set of capabilities to enable users to more easily access and gain faster insights from data, which we will discuss through the course of this presentation. 



Enable new 
revenue streams

Cross-sell with managed 
services: increase ARPU 
by selling licenses, 
provisioning, contracting, 
billing, and supporting to 
enable new revenue 
streams

Expand 
your reach

Expand existing reach by 
offering value added 
services, enabling and 
providing easy analytics 
and reporting for 
BI scenarios

Differentiate 
data solutions

Unlock your customer’s data 
insights by building rich, live 
dashboards, and exploring data 
via interactive visualizations, 
turning BI into business insights 
that allow your customers to 
connect to their data 

Add BI
capabilities

Enable and provide easy 
analytics and reporting for 
Business Intelligence scenarios 
and stay connected to your 
data all the time with mobile 
applications

Opportunities for Managed Services Providers
Using Power BI

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Visualize your business
With Power BI capabilities empowered by the 
Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) program



Leverage Power BI capabilities
Via the Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) program

Visualize and analyze data with 
greater speed and efficiency, and 
experience your data in new ways

Get the most 
out of data

Create value-added solutions for 
your customer’s data, offering   
real-time BI that unlocks new 

business opportunities

Unlock New 
Opportunities

Grow your business by adding 
Business Intelligence to your 

portfolio through the CSP 
program

Increase 
Profitability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can you take advantage of our Power BI through the Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) program? The CSP Program delivers a platform for partners to own the end-to-end customer engagement by enabling partners to directly provision, bill, and support Microsoft Cloud Services for their customers.  As a CSP partner, you can benefit from re-selling one platform for all Microsoft Cloud Services including Office 365, Azure, EMS and CRM Online, as well as creating value-based, unique IP services, managed services and project services to differentiate in market. There are 6 aspects to the CSP Partner-customer relationship:Sell: First-time partners will truly be able to sell as a bundled package or purely just resell Microsoft Azure services: set the price, the terms, and directly bill customersBill monthly, if desired Meet a growing customer expectation of a cloud subscription modelBuild a monthly annuity revenue streamValue-Added Services: Partners will have the power to leverage CSP to add managed services and/or 3rd party applications in addition to the Azure services.Provision services on the fly based on the needs of your customers. Directly provision and manage subscriptions:In-product tools & APIs to directly provision, manage, and modify customer subscriptionsSpeed the sales cycle to get customers up and running quicklyManage: Through multi-tenant capabilities, you’ll be able to manage all of your customers’ subscriptions across services. Bill: Own the complete cash flow with your customer: between Microsoft and the Partner, and between the Partner and the CustomerSupport: Become the front-line support for your customer to ensure business continuity. Be the first point of contact for customer supportIncreased touch points help identify needs for new services and solutionsPartner owns relationship with customerSteps for success:Create cloud subscription + partner offerSet package price and sell to customersPlace order for Microsoft Cloud ServicesOffer single packaged solution*More details here: aka.ms/partnerincentives



Get the most out of data
Visualize and analyze data with greater speed, efficiency, and experience data in new ways

Provide a live 360º view of business analytics to 
your customers

Get more value from your customers’ data by 
translating into insight at the point of impact

Integrate Power BI visualizations into applications 
and other solutions that you offer

Stay connected to live dashboards and reports 
from any device and arm your customers with the 
most up to date reporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get the most out of data by visualizing and analyzing data with greater speed, efficiency, and experience data in new ways.Power BI has enabled us to be more productive, as well as better allocate time and resources.Provide a live 360º view of business analyticsGet more value from data by translating into insight at the point of impactReceive alerts to important changes in dataIntegrate Power BI visualizations into applicationsStay connected to live dashboards and reports from any deviceNative apps for mobile devices: Windows, iPad, iPhone, and AndroidShare and collaborate with colleagues and take actionFast, easy access to the data you need.Get started in seconds with a cloud-based service.Begin visualizing your data in minutes with content packs providing pre-built dashboards and reports created by your organization or by popular service providers like Salesforce.com and QuickBooks Online. Access data no matter where it lives, on-premises or in the cloud. One dashboard, a live 360º view of your businessSee all your data in one place with live dashboards.Monitor live data to keep an eye on important changes.See your data update in real time with support for streaming data sources.Stay connected to your data with native apps for your phone or tablet.Easily share data and collaborate with colleaguesExplore your data and discover new insights. Power BI Desktop tool for visual data exploration and creation of interactive reports. Drill into interactive web-based reports for underlying detail. Easily get insights from your data with Natural language query, allowing you to explore data in natural language.Visually explore your data and uncover new insights. Pin new visualizations to your dashboard to continue to monitor performance. 



Unlock new opportunities
Enjoy the benefits of up-to-date data with real-time, automatic, 
and scheduled refreshes to unlock new business opportunities

Create value-added solutions to Power BI by offering 
dashboard customizations, automation, and monitoring of 
your customer’s database

Provide line of sight into real-time sales performance, 
pipeline, and market trends, all in a unified dashboard view

Give executives greater visibility and opportunity to drive 
rapid change and intelligible action

Add a recurring revenue model to your practice by 
bundling Power BI with other managed services

Become your customers’ single solution provider by 
managing their workloads end-to-end through the CSP 
program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Furthermore, as a CSP partner, you’ll be able to uncover new ways to differentiate your business and bring a greater range of opportunities to your offerings.By offering Managed Services, you can bundle additional Azure services that will deliver more of what your customers need. The CSP program can help you become a one-stop-shop for your customers’ IT needs.<<click>>Increased operational line of sight into sales actuals, margins, variances and forecastsAccelerated decision-making through faster, easier access to pipeline and quota detailsBetter forecasting and optimized resource allocation with earlier visibility into trends and opportunitiesGreater insight into key sales attainment metrics,  performance trends and marketing impact on sales



Increase profitability
Increase revenue and accelerate time-to-market through the CSP program

Get to market quicker by leveraging a broad partner 
ecosystem equipped to help you provide value-added 
services, customer billing capabilities, and support

Benefit from the margin structure provided 
by Microsoft along with the new opportunities enabled 
via the CSP program

Leverage data and analytics as significant 
business value and arm customers with real-time 
visualizations to make better business decisions

Provide quick and cost effective deployment for any data 
project with seamless integration across the Microsoft 
Data Platform

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Become a CSP partner to increase your bottom line. By joining and leveraging a wide partner ecosystem, you’ll be able to get to your customer market faster to offer value-added services, billing, and support. 



What is Power BI?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section FlowWhat is Power BI?BI tools enable companies to make more informed business decisions. Power BI is a business analytics service. With Power BI you can now see all of your data through a single pane of glass. Live Power BI dashboards and reports show visualizations and KPIs from data residing both on-premises and in the cloud, providing a consolidated view across your business regardless of where your data lives.Quote slidePower BI has helped many companies by connecting a huge variety of data sources into one location, making that data easy to visualize and shareData is only powerful when used correctly - Common BI challenges are faced by many organizationsWe have established in the past few years that BI is important to all organizations, to some degree, and yet there are still challenges that need to be addressed.These challenges include: getting a complete view of your org, managing all the data sources that contribute to your complete view, and providing access in a timely manner to EVERYONE who needs itBring data to life with Power BI - Power BI is a cloud-based business analytics service that enables:Power BI is the solution that solves for these challengesIT professionals and business analysts used to be the keepers of BI, but now EVERYONE can collect, analyze, visualize and publish dataConnect customers to data on any device - Help them stay in the know, spot trends as they happen, and push business furtherPower BI is a powerful tool, making BI easily accessible.  By leveraging the unique benefits of Power BI, and the vast array of solutions possible, you can position yourself as the go-to BI solution provider for your customers.Provide solutions quicklyCreate solutions that pull from top data sourcesEmpower customers with data insights



Philip Dean, Head of Department of Pharmacy and Quality Control North Trees and Hartlepool National Health Services Trust.

Linking data for analyses was something we 
couldn’t do before. With Power BI, it’s simple. 

Power BI makes the hard things easy. 
Everything becomes possible. ”

“

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Power BI has helped many companies by connecting a huge variety of data sources into one location, making that data easy to visualize and share



Data is only powerful when used correctly
Common BI challenges are faced by many organizations

Data often resides in disparate 
locations, making it difficult to 
see a complete picture of 
your business

Getting an 
end-to-end view

Data residing in cloud solutions 
and on-premises is difficult to 
access and refresh securely

Managing 
data sources

Everyone needs the ability to 
collect, analyze, visualize, and 
publish data – providing real-
time data and correct access 
to different roles

Providing 
access to all

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: we have established in the past few years that BI is important to all organizations, to some degree, and yet there are still challenges that need to be addressedPower BI addresses 3 common business intelligence challenges your organization may face:Getting an end-to-end view off what is happening — because data is often in disparate locations, it can be difficult for business users to see a complete picture of your business Managing multiple data sources — Data residing in SaaS solutions and other external locations can be difficult to manage programmatically, or access and refresh securelyMaking the right data available to the right users at the right timeMobile business users need the latest operational data at their fingertips, no matter where they are or what device they’re usingDifferent roles have different needs and access levels, so a one-size-fits all solution doesn’t work



Feature
Bring data to life with Power BI
Power BI is a cloud-based business analytics service that enables:

A live 360º view 
of a business

Data discovery 
and exploration

Insights from 
any device

Collaboration across 
an organization

Anyone can visualize 
and analyze data

Become the go-to 
BI solution provider 
for your customers

Fast and easy 
access to data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:This is Power BI in a nutshell and the overall benefits to your business. Power BI is a business analytics service. With Power BI you can now see all of your data through a single pane of glass. Live Power BI dashboards and reports show visualizations and KPIs from data residing both on-premises and in the cloud, providing a consolidated view across your business regardless of where your data lives.There are several capabilities that differentiate Power BI from other offerings in the market.Using Power BI will help you become the BI solution provider for your customers.Intro:Power BI is a cloud-based analytics service that provides faster time to insight. It is used for visualizing, exploring and extracting insights from data. It brings together data from diverse sources to deliver rich, comprehensive views of business operations. What that means is, with Power BI, you can see all of your data through a single pane of glass, and create an analytics environment in minutes to monitor data and share reports. Live dashboards and reports show visualizations and KPIs from data that reside both on-premises and in the cloud, providing a consolidated view across your business regardless of where your data lives. Power BI enables:Fast and easy access to dataA live 360 view of a businessData discovery and exploration Insights from any deviceCollaboration across an organizationAnyone can visualize and analyze dataThere are several capabilities that are unique to Power BI – these include: Pre-built dashboards and reports for popular SaaS solutions such as Marketo, Salesforce, GitHub, ZenDesk, Dynamics CRM, and many othersDashboards and visualizations that support real-time updatesSecure, live connection to on-premises data sources to drive insight across the entire range of organizational information (Analysis Services, Azure SQL Database, SQL Database Auditing, Azure SQL Data Warehouse)Automated scheduled refresh to keep your Power BI data in sync with on premises data sourcesNative mobile applications for keeping users connected on the goEasy integration with other Microsoft offerings, from Excel to Azure servicesIntuitive data exploration, which enables users to ask questions of their data in plain EnglishConclusionWith Power BI’s powerful capabilities and benefits, you can quickly set-up flexible solutions for your customers and position yourself as the go-to BI solution provider



Connect customers to data on any device
Help them stay in the know, spot trends as they happen, and push business further

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key messages:Power BI gives everyone the ability to pull data from many sources, transform it into meaningful visuals, and see it real-time on any device.Power BI is a huge advantage for providers Graphic:Visual representation of some available data sources, which Power BI turns into intelligence to be accessed on any deviceBenefits to providers:Provide solutions quickly - customers no longer deal with the lengthy process of past BI: “I have to go get software, install software, get servers, get analysts involved, get all sorts of people involved before achieving any value” Create solutions that pull from top data sources - Power BI in many ways is a connector between people and the power of the Microsoft Data Platform including data that lives in our cloud, other peoples clouds, or your on-premises systems and also processed by this wide variety of intelligence analytical capabilities that we have - statistical analysis, machine learning, building custom application - all of this technology and the value of converting data into intelligence flows through Power BI. Empower customers with data insights - an enormous user population of people are now connected with data in a way that was either previously very difficult or impossible – insights are no longer just accessible to IT professionals and business analysts.



The Value of CSP for Power BI
Using the capabilities of the Cloud Solution Provider Program 
to enhance your Power BI solutions



CreateManage Integrate/Deploy Maintain/Support

What end customers own

Life cycle of a Power BI engagement without CSP

Buy

What partners own

Create and share rich 
custom visualizations 
and dashboards
Create and share 
organizational content 
packs

Provide access to partner 
Add users to subscription
Assign subscription licenses 
to users

Connect to on premise 
data sources and various 
SaaS services

Maintain and support 
power BI dashboards

Power BI with Office 365
Power BI standalone SKU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why should you sell Power BI through CSP. To understand this, lets look at how a typical Power BI engagement works without CSP.End customers buy Power BI subscriptions directly from Microsoft either through the web or through EA. They own the subscription and add users and assign licenses. They create an account on their tenant for you so that you can manage their power BI deployment. You as consultants then take it forward. You integrate the Power BI service with on-premises data sources and various SaaS services, create dashboards using the data from these data sources and finally maintain and update these dashboards.End Customers get separate bills from Microsoft for Power BI subscriptions and from you for your services.



Life cycle of a Power BI engagement with CSP
Partners own the entire customer relationship

CreateManage Integrate/Deploy Maintain/SupportSell
Create and share rich 
custom visualizations 
and dashboards
Create and share 
organizational content 
packs

Provide access to partner 
Add users to subscription
Assign subscription licenses 
to users

Connect to on premise 
data sources and various 
SaaS services

Maintain and support 
power BI dashboards

Power BI with Office 365
Power BI standalone SKU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets look at the same engagement with CSP. As a CSP partner you sell Power BI subscriptions directly to end customers. You get a 20% discount on Power BI retail price plus an additional 6% cash Rebate on your sales. You create an account in customers’ tenant to get access. You manage customers’ subscriptions and add users and assign licenses. The rest of the process remains the same. The advantages of this over the other engagement without CSP are: You own the entire customer relationships including selling the licenses, provisioning, contracting, billing and supporting the customer. Thereby increasing the points of revenue from the customerYou can bundle Power BI subscriptions with other Microsoft Commercial Cloud Services in CSP as well as your own services, price this bundle and sell it to your customers. Your customers get a single consolidated bill from youBy selling Power BI through CSP you get the whole sale price with a 20% discount on the retail price plus a 6% rebate incentive on your sales, thereby increasing your total revenue from the customer



Feature
Enhance your Power BI offerings
Get the most out of Power BI capabilities with integrations and value-added solutions

• Create custom dashboard reports
• Create custom templates and data 

models for target verticals
• Augment consulting services to 

include data visualization
• Used advanced BI to offer 

analytics support services
• Extend existing data and analytics 

solutions by offering data 
visualization

• Offer Power BI training and 
education

Integrate Power BI 
with other cloud services

Add managed 
services solutions

+more

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:Power BI is a business analytics service. With Power BI you can now see all of your data through a single pane of glass. Live Power BI dashboards and reports show visualizations and KPIs from data residing both on-premises and in the cloud, providing a consolidated view across your business regardless of where your data lives.Talking points:This is Power BI in a nutshell and the overall benefits to your business. We will look at what this means for the IT Pro and the key benefits for IT on the next slideKey message:There are several capabilities that differentiate Power BI from other offerings in the market.Talking points:Power BI is a cloud-based analytics service that provides faster time to insight. It is used for visualizing, exploring and extracting insights from data. It brings together data from diverse sources to deliver rich, comprehensive views of business operations. What that means is, with Power BI, you can see all of your data through a single pane of glass, and create an analytics environment in minutes to monitor data and share reports. Live dashboards and reports show visualizations and KPIs from data that reside both on-premises and in the cloud, providing a consolidated view across your business regardless of where your data lives. There are several capabilities that are unique to Power BI – these include: Pre-built dashboards and reports for popular SaaS solutions such as Marketo, Salesforce, GitHub, ZenDesk, Dynamics CRM, and many othersDashboards and visualizations that support real-time updatesSecure, live connection to on-premises data sources to drive insight across the entire range of organizational information (Analysis Services, Azure SQL Database, SQL Database Auditing, Azure SQL Data Warehouse)Automated scheduled refresh to keep your Power BI data in sync with on premises data sourcesNative mobile applications for keeping users connected on the goEasy integration with other Microsoft offerings, from Excel to Azure servicesIntuitive data exploration, which enables users to ask questions of their data in plain English



Power BI in action
Enabling partners to do more and allowing customers 
to make better decisions



Power BI partner helps manufacturing 
company reduce inefficiencies and 
eliminate waste

Background & Solution
Microsoft partner, Vizion Solutions, not only helps its customers visualize Business 
Intelligence (BI) data in an interactive way, but also impacts the customer’s business 
process, strategy, and bottom line thanks to the intuitive data analytics and 
visualization capabilities of Power BI. In addition to being experts in IT professional 
services, Vizion Solutions has enhanced relationships with their customers and 
achieved a business advisor role due to their contributions to their clients’ business 
strategies through Vizion 360 Impact Analytics, their Power BI solution. 

Partner Benefits
• Created a new value-added managed services solution

• Became a business advisor to their customer

• Enhanced customer experience with data visualization

“Vizion 360 and Power BI allow us to harness the 
power of our data and monitor the pulse of our 
business.”

Customer Benefits
• Improved visibility into company metrics

• Enhanced ability to make educated business decisions

• Increased efficiency of manufacturing process

CSP partners find success with Power BI



Partner increases productivity and 
revenue for staffing industry with Power 
BI solution

Background & Solution
CRM Norge is dedicated to providing detailed reporting and analysis software to 
their customers. Historically, customers with large datasets have had difficulty 
organizing and analyzing their data, and had just a few people designated to 
perform these tasks. With Power BI, CRM Norge is now able to offer a solution that 
enables customers to analyze mission critical data on their own, improving efficiency 
and profitability. 

Partner Benefits
• End-to-end control of sales pipeline

• On-demand scalability of Power BI licenses

“With Power BI, we have had a more complete 
product to demonstrate, shortening the sales 
cycle and providing added value to customers.”

Customer Benefits
• Optimize business and increase efficiency

• Streamline manual analytics processes

CSP partners enable customer success



Driving Power BI 
solutions through CSP

https://youtu.be/TSdicQh0dTI


“By using Microsoft Azure HDInsight, 
SQL Server, and Power BI we can 
collect, analyze, and generate near-real-
time BI with Big Data collected from 
social media feeds, GPS signals, and 
data from government systems.”

“Microsoft HDInsight, Azure ML, and 
Power BI help Ziosk gain dining 
insights from more than 77,000 tabletop 
tablets deployed at Chili's and 
other restaurants.”

Customer success stories

“By combining Azure Stream Analytics, 
Power BI and Candi’s unifying IoT 
Platform, we are able to quickly and cost-
effectively connect and present big data 
from industrial IoT devices for remote 
monitoring, analysis and control.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Big Data – City of Barcelona To help design and deploy its Big Data solution, the city teamed with Bismart, a Microsoft Big Data partner and Microsoft Business Intelligence Partner of the Year. Bismart and Barelona created new services designed to improve efficiency and transparency. These include an Open Data service that collects and centralizes all public information from Barcelona’s City Hall. Another service uses a dashboard with key performance indicators that measure data from 100 systems about topics such as public transportation, the economy, and population demographics. And Barcelona also used the Big Data platform to streamline the planning for Spain’s largest festival, La Mercé, by analyzing petabytes of real-time data from social media feeds, financial transactions, GPS, traffic, and weather data, parking records, web site visits, and more.  Machine Learning – ZioskPredictive analytics to do targeted marketing and promotions on the Kiosks based on user behavior and historical data. With Power BI each manager would see a different slice of the data, based on his or her role. A Ziosk marketing manager might see an aggregation based on the company’s 77,000 (as of early 2015) devices. A corporate restaurant manager might see data for the entire chain, with breakdowns by region and restaurant. A manager in the restaurant might see data to show where and when to redeploy resources, such as moving a waiter from one section to another to reduce guest wait times. IoT – Montgomery WaterStreaming data into Power BI from sensors across the water system to help optimize operations and cost efficiencies. 

http://www.bismart.com/


Summary

Service Providers
Can provide value added services of 
Power BI, enabling and providing easy 
analytics and reporting for Business 
Intelligence scenarios 

Power BI is integrated with familiar Microsoft products and 
utilizes commitment for scale and availability in Azure 

Customers
Can better manage their level of 
investment and reduce time-to-decision 
with their products and solutions

With Power Bi….



Next steps

Get started now at www.powerbi.com

Join the CSP program 

http://www.powerbi.com/






The opportunity 
is bigger than 
you may think 

$1.6T 
data dividend available 
to businesses that embrace data 
over the next four years

speed

More 
people

New 
analytics

Diverse 
data

How?

Data source: Microsoft and IDC, April 2014

@

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Points:Companies that make best use of data and analytics investments stand to capture more value compared to companies that do notData is the new currency—the formula is relatively simple as to how we get our returns on dataTalk Track:If data is the new competitive advantage for business, we want to get granular and specific on how companies can derive business value. IDC explored the impact of data on business. After surveying more than 2,000 companies, IDC found that there are two categories of businesses: organizations that have taken a leadership position when it comes to data; and those that are not making best use of data. We learned that the leaders—those companies that embraced data—derived significantly more dividends from those investments in data—from increased revenue, improved productivity, and reduced costs. There is a unique formula that drives this notion of data dividends, or return on data. Data-driven companies focus on several areas:Capturing diverse data: You can no longer just think about what to do with traditional data types. You need to be open to and capable of collecting a wide array of data—including new data types.Utilize new analytics: Logical data warehouses are no longer going to extract and transform new data types. You need to explore new analytical capabilities that are suited to new data types and real-time decision making needs.Deliver to more people: To unlock insights, you need to democratize your data across the organization. Uncover real-time insights: With the rise of the Internet of Things, and the instrumentation of just about everything, the ability to provide real-time visibility across lines of business represents a big value opportunity.At the worldwide level, leaders will capture $1.6 trillion more in value from their data and analytics investments over the next four years compared to companies that don’t. This represents a 6 percent higher data dividend for leaders—an opportunity that exists for any individual organization looking to maximize its return on data assets and reap ongoing data dividends.This means that data really is a new currency of the twenty-first century business economy. 



Deploy quickly with a hybrid solution

SQL Server 
Analysis Services

Data Source

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connect live to on-premises Analysis Services models Realize the benefits of a cloud based BI solution without having to move your data. With Power BI gateways you can create a secure connection to SQL Server Analysis Services from Power BI. When users view and explore dashboards and reports the system will interactively query the on-premises cube to fetch the data using the user’s credentials. With this hybrid solution, you can continue to manage and secure your data on-premises, removing the need to have data reside in the cloud. The gateways provide the flexibility you need to meet individual needs, and the needs of your organization.Live connection option are live Query to SSAS or direct query to SQL Server data sources and other data sources.Scheduled refresh to all supported data sources.FAQ:How does security work with the new SQL Server Analysis Service connector?Power BI customers can benefit from the role level security in SQL Server Analysis Services. The Power BI user name is passed through to on-premises Analysis Services and appropriate role-based security. Analysis Services resolves the user name to an authorized user via Azure Active Directory (more info:: http://support.powerbi.com/knowledgebase/articles/505323-why-you-need-dirsync-to-connect-to-on-premises-ana) and then applies appropriate role-based security to restricted access.  



Customer IT budget allocations in 2015*

Source:
*451 Research, 2014. Hosting and Cloud Study 2014 Hosting and Cloud Go Mainstream

Colocation

Outsourcing Services

Hosted Infrastructure 
Services (IaaS)

PaaS

SaaS

In datacenters or 
sites your 
organization 
operates

9%

18%

13%

6%

15%

38%

Hybrid & pubic cloud services

On-premises

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Objective: Showcase the market opportunities available to partners and the growing demand for cloud servicesThe cloud revolution continues. With more and more cloud services being consumed everyday, it is imperative that Microsoft partners embrace this technology and expand their business to the cloud. According to a partner study conducted by IDC, partners expect 40% of revenue to come from cloud-related product and services in 2 years time. Another study, by Forrester, projects that by 2020, 45% of total IT services will be spent on cloud services. While the benefits of cloud are apparent to business and IT decision makers, many are not completely comfortable migrating all of their data and processes to the cloud. This is especially true in regions where data sovereignty and security are major factors in the decision to move to the cloud. This is where hybrid deployments come in. With hybrid, customers have the ability to choose what data can exist on a public or hosted cloud and what data must stay on their on-premises datacenters for security reasons. This option is very attractive to enterprise, SMB and public sector/governmental entities. A recent study by Gartner projects that by the end of 2017, nearly 50% of large enterprises will likely have hybrid cloud deployments. Another 2013 study, conducted by 451 Research, predicts that by 2015, 62% of total IT spend will be on cloud and hybrid services, with only 38% on traditional on-premises expenditures. The breakdown of these expenditures can be seen on the slide. With all of these changes taking place in customer businesses, there is massive market potential for partner to capitalize on. This may entail standing up a private cloud for a customer and hooking them into Microsoft Azure or a hosting service provider’s cloud so they can take advantage of cloud economics while still keeping their most important data safe in their own datacenter. Another avenue for taking advantage of the shift to the cloud is offering strategic, business consulting services. Many customers want to move to the cloud or a hybrid solution but may not be sure where to start. By guiding them through the process of buying a Microsoft Azure EA and offering value added services along the way, in the form of repeatable IP, you can profit from the opportunities cloud creates and become a trusted advisor for your customers in the future. The market is young with many greenfield opportunities, find your niche and you will reap the rewards.By offering hybrid cloud solutions to your customers you can drive additional cloud consumption and revenue for your services. 



Customers demand the cloud
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Power BI : enables customers 
to capture data dividend
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To enable our customers to capture this massive Data dividend we built Power BI. Power BI is a cloud-based business analytics service that enables anyone to visualize and analyze data with greater speed, efficiency, and understanding. Power BI users can see all of their data through a single pane of glass. They can create live Power BI dashboards and reports that show visualizations and KPIs from broad range of live data residing both on-premises and in the cloud, providing a consolidated view across their business regardless of where their data lives.  They can remain connected to their data from any device with Power BI apps for Windows, iOS and Android. Finally they can easily share dashboards across their organization for better collaboration
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Cloud Solution Provider Program provides a single engagement point for partners to transact all of Microsoft’s commercial cloud services. The program places the partner at the center of the customer relationship. The partner is on point for reselling the licenses, provisioning, contracting, billing and supporting the customer. As a CSP partner, you create cloud subscriptions for your end customers, re-sell them directly or bundle them with your own solutions. Price the bundle and sell it to your customers. Based on the requirements, you provision Microsoft cloud services. Finally, you send a consolidated bill to your customer and act as a first point of contact for customer support. 
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Key message:Business intelligence, or BI, has come a long way. During the first two “waves” of business intelligence, IT professionals and business analysts were the keepers of BI. They made BI accessible and consumable for end users. While this approach still applies to complex business intelligence needs, today there is a new “wave”.  This third wave of BI makes BI available to every kind of user. Talking points:Today we’re going to discuss Power BI,  which is a third-wave solution. Power BI enables EVERYONE to collect, analyze, visualize and publish data.This third-wave has the potential to expand the reach of analytics to more users than ever before. Existing analytics platforms and tools can be extended, instead of being replaced, by full-featured solutions like Power BI. Power BI directly connects to existing on-premises data, such as Analysis Services tabular models that were created by business analysts in collaboration with IT. Microsoft Excel and the new Power BI Desktop work hand-in-hand with Power BI, publishing reports and models created by business analysts and getting them more easily in the hands of the business users who can gain insight and take action. 
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Power BI overview
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Let’s walk through an overview of how Power BI works.  1. The Power BI service, sometimes referred to as powerbi.com, is what allows you to: Create beautiful visualizations to tell compelling data stories Build rich, live dashboards that turn BI into business insightsCreate reports & datasets from which you can create visualizations and dashboardsEnjoy the benefits of up-to-date data with real-time, automatic and scheduled refreshesShare dashboards easily with other people in your organizationAsk questions of data in plain English with Natural Language QueryStay connected to your data all the time with mobile applications2. Power BI connects to a variety of data sources. These range across both cloud and on-premises sources, and include:A variety of popular SaaS solutions, such as Marketo, Salesforce, GitHub, Dynamics CRM, Zendesk, and several othersOn-premises databases – Power BI offers live connectivity to SQL Server Analysis Services, which we’ll cover in more detail later. And using a gateway solution, Power BI can connect to other database solutions. Custom data sources – Power BI can connect to any data source you need it to thanks to its extensibility via REST APIs. This includes both proprietary corporate data sources, as well as external data services. For example, if you are a SaaS solution provider, you can work with Microsoft to connect your solution to Power BI.Other Azure services – Power BI integrates tightly with SQL Azure and Stream Analytics, and will be integrating closely with more Azure services over timePower BI Desktop and Excel files – Excel workbooks can be directly connected to Power BI.com, or may be used with Power BI Desktop. Power BI Desktop is a companion application to the Power BI service – it is a desktop tool that supports data analysis and reporting. Like Excel files, Power BI Desktop files may be uploaded to the Power BI service. 3. Power BI Desktop is a visual data exploration tool that enables you to analyze data and create stunning reports. With Power BI Desktop, you are able to:Acquire and prepare data using extensive query capabilitiesManipulation and consolidation of multiple data sources is performed in Power BI Desktop – this enables Power BI service users to use data from multiple sources in a single reportEstablish data structure, then transform and analyze dataVisualize and explore your data in new ways through a freeform drag-and-drop canvasAuthor reports with a broad range of modern data visualizationsPublish beautiful, interactive reports directly to powerbi.comSecurely share reports through unique, curated content library approach4. Finally, the Power BI REST API library allows you to customize nearly every aspect of Power BI, including connecting to custom data sources, enabling real-time data streaming from your data source to Power BI, and integrating other applications with Power BI
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Key message:There are several capabilities that differentiate Power BI from other offerings in the market.Talking points:Power BI is a cloud-based analytics service that provides faster time to insight. It is used for visualizing, exploring and extracting insights from data. It brings together data from diverse sources to deliver rich, comprehensive views of business operations. What that means is, with Power BI, you can see all of your data through a single pane of glass, and create an analytics environment in minutes to monitor data and share reports. Live dashboards and reports show visualizations and KPIs from data that reside both on-premises and in the cloud, providing a consolidated view across your business regardless of where your data lives. There are several capabilities that are unique to Power BI – these include: Pre-built dashboards and reports for popular SaaS solutions such as Marketo, Salesforce, GitHub, ZenDesk, Dynamics CRM, and many othersDashboards and visualizations that support real-time updatesSecure, live connection to on-premises data sources to drive insight across the entire range of organizational information (Analysis Services, Azure SQL Database, SQL Database Auditing, Azure SQL Data Warehouse)Automated scheduled refresh to keep your Power BI data in sync with on premises data sourcesNative mobile applications for keeping users connected on the goEasy integration with other Microsoft offerings, from Excel to Azure servicesIntuitive data exploration, which enables users to ask questions of their data in plain EnglishTo summarize, Power BI is a SaaS offering that enables anyone to easily connect to their data, create live operational dashboards and explore data via interactive visualizations
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Customers can see all data in a single pane of glass
Live dashboards and interactive reports
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Power BI dashboards With updates to Power BI customers can now see all their data through a single pane of glass. Live Power BI dashboards show visualizations and KPIs from data that reside both on-premises and in the cloud, providing a consolidated view across their business regardless of where their data lives.  Simplifying how you interact with data, natural language query is built into the dashboard allowing users to type questions and receive answers from data in the form of interactive visualizations. You can then explore their data further by drilling through the dashboard into the underlying reports, discovering new insights that they can pin back to the dashboard to monitor performance going forward. 
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Stay connected from any devicePower BI mobile apps are available for iPhone, iPad, Android Phone, and Windows 8.1. 
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Power BI is a cloud-based business analytics service that enables anyone to visualize and analyze data with greater speed, efficiency, and understanding. It connects users to a broad range of live data through easy-to-use dashboards, provides interactive reports, and delivers compelling visualizations that bring data to life.Through of the course of the preview over 45,000 companies, 500,000 users, cross 185 countries have used Power BI. That is a decade's worth of growth in last generation business intelligence where I have to go get software, install software, get servers, get analysts involved, get all sorts of people involved before anyone got any value, that's a long road from "I want to do it" to "I've done it". With Power BI, this is an enormous user population of people that are now connected with data in a way that was either previously very difficult or for many impossible. Power BI in many ways is a connector between people and the power of the Microsoft Data Platform including data that lives in our cloud, other peoples clouds, or your on-premise systems and also processed by this wide variety of intelligence analytical capabilities that we have - statistical analysis, machine learning, building custom application - all of this technology and the value of converting data into intelligence flows through Power BI. 
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Connect live to on-premises Analysis Services models Realize the benefits of a cloud based BI solution without having to move your data. With the new Power BI connector for Analysis Services you can create a secure connection to SQL Server Analysis Services from Power BI. When users view and explore dashboards and reports the system will interactively query the on-premises cube to fetch the data using the user’s credentials. With this hybrid solution, you can continue to manage and secure your data on-premises, removing the need to have data reside in the cloud. FAQ:How does security work with the new SQL Server Analysis Service connector?Power BI customers can now benefit from the role level security in SQL Server Analysis Services. The Power BI user name is passed through to on-premises Analysis Services and appropriate role-based security. Analysis Services resolves the user name to an authorized user via Azure Active Directory (more info:: http://support.powerbi.com/knowledgebase/articles/505323-why-you-need-dirsync-to-connect-to-on-premises-ana) and then applies appropriate role-based security to restricted access.  How does data transfer work between Power BI and SQL Server Analysis Services?Data is transferred between on-premises Analysis Services and Power BI through the Service Bus (which uses a secure SSL channel).Does the Power BI connector for Analysis Services add security risk by opening a port on the firewall?Service Bus (which is the underlying transport/relay service used in this scenario) only uses an outbound port  -- it does not require an inbound port to be opened on the on-premises firewall. It uses a shared secret mechanism to create a secure channel between cloud and on-prem. �Will the SQL Server Analysis Service connector work in IaaS as well?Yes, as long as the IaaS VM is domain-joined and Azure Active Directory DirSync is set up.  
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